GSWC CONSTRUCTION NOTES MASTER LIST

1. INSTALL "MAIN SIZE" M.J. PLUG WITH THRUST BLOCK PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-6.
2. INSTALL FULLY RESTRICTED JOINTS PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-19, P-20, AND/OR P-21.
3. INSTALL "MAIN SIZE" M.J. CAP WITH THRUST BLOCK PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-6.
4. INSTALL "MAIN SIZE" BLIND FLANGE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-6.
5. INSTALL "MAIN SIZE" 90° WELDED STEEL UTILITY INVERT PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-39.
6. INSTALL "MAIN SIZE" 90° MECHANICAL JOINT STORM UTILITY INVERT PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-41.
7. INSTALL "MAIN SIZE" 45° WELDED STEEL UTILITY INVERT PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-41.
8. INSTALL "MAIN SIZE" 45° MECHANICAL JOINT STORM UTILITY INVERT PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-41.
10. DOW WAXER REQUIRED. SEE SPECIFICATIONS FOR DOW WAXER.

NEW BUSINESS

1. INSTALL 1 UNIT DOMESTIC SERVICE WITH 1/2" METER PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-26.
2. INSTALL 1 UNIT DOMESTIC SERVICE WITH 1/2" METER PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-26.
3. INSTALL 1 UNIT DOMESTIC SERVICE WITH 1" METER PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-26.
4. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
5. INSTALL 1 UNIT GROUPED DOMESTIC SERVICE CONNECTION PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-29.
6. INSTALL 1 UNIT GROUPED DOMESTIC SERVICE CONNECTION WITH IRRIGATION SERVICE CONNECTION PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-29.
7. INSTALL 1 UNIT DOMESTIC SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-27.
8. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-27.
9. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-27.
10. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-27.
11. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
12. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
13. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
14. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
15. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
16. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
17. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
18. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
19. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
20. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
21. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
22. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
23. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
24. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
25. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.
26. INSTALL 1 UNIT IRRIGATION SERVICE PER GSWC STD. DWG. NO. P-25 AND P-30A.